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Abstract: During the life cycle of equipment, the failure and repair rates of
repairable components show uncertain characteristics. The birth and death process
(BDP) based on the determined failure and repair rates may not meet the demand
forecasting of spare parts. In order to resolve this problem, the grey state transition
matrix is constructed by using interval grey numbers to appropriately represent the
failure and repair rates of repairable components. In addition, the grey BDP model is
built for the demand forecasting of spare parts. The memoryless and existence
conditions of steady solution of the grey BDP are studied. To some extent, the spare
parts demand law with the uncertain information of the failure and repair rates can
easily be revealed. The practical case study is provided to verify the validity and
practicability of the proposed model. Also, it provides a new perspective for the spare
parts demand prediction problem under the condition of uncertain Markov Process.
Accordingly, airlines can predict the maintenance resources demand more accurately
and avoid two situations which are not allowed: (1) lower spare parts inventory will
lead to the delay production; and (2) higher spare parts inventory will lead to the
operating cost pressure.

Keywords: grey number theory; birth and death process; components; spare parts
demand; stochastic simulation

1. Introduction
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Demand prediction of spare parts is an important issue in equipment maintenance.
Different from general wearing parts, repairable components are characterized with
large value and high maintenance cost in the life cycle of equipment. Reasonable
prediction of spare parts demand of repairable components is of great significance for
improving equipment availability, scheduling equipment maintenance and controlling
operating costs (Wang et al.,2008).
At present, most previous models for the prediction of repairable components
demand are focused on the Markov Process (MAP) system, that is, the failure and
maintenance of parts obey exponential distribution. The system availability degree is
solved by using the theory of finite state of life-death process, and then the demand of
spare parts can be predicted. Liu et al. (2012) studied the analytical algorithm of Weibull
type repairable spare parts (SP) demand based on the birth and death process (BDP),
and solved the prediction problem of repairable SP following Weibull distribution. The
availability of SP constraints is considered, and the SP demand of multi-part series
system is studied based on the BDP (Wang et al., 2015). Guo et al. (2010) studied the
SP demand of a single aero engine under the maintenance strategy of combining regular
maintenance and failure replacement, in which the demand process of a single engine
is fitted based on the MAP. Wang et al., (2009) investigated the dynamic change
characteristics of SP inventory under unsteady demand based on the MAP, established
the Markov state transfer equation of SP consumption, and studied the consumption
law of SP. Liu et al. (2016) established a dynamic programming model of SP
configuration based on the MAP, which took the availability of the system as the
constraints and the total cost as the optimization objective to determine the optimal
number of SP configuration. All the above-mentioned studies have solved the problem
of prediction of SP demand in equipment support under different practical engineering
backgrounds.
With the understanding of repairable systems, previous studies based on the failure
and repair rates to build a transition probability matrix to deal with a class of the queuing
system that is interfered by uncertain environmental factors including operating
2

environment, component loss, and maintenance level, and has significant fluctuations
in the time dimension. It is difficult to master the law of actual system, and the security
decisions made are prone to inefficiency (Yuan et al., 2008). Taking civilian aircraft for
example, in view of such factors as different service environment and maintenance
strategy, it is difficult to accurately estimate the failure and repair rates, which adds
demand prediction difficulty. In order to satisfy the security of flight, the airlines are
often carried out in accordance with the most pessimistic estimate SP reserve, which
makes the high turnover of purchasing cost and maintenance cost (Sun , 2013). In fact,
it is difficult to describe the SP demand of repairable systems in the context of uncertain
information by using the model failure and recovery rates for MAP modeling. The study
of uncertain probability matrix can be traced back to 1973, and Jay et al. (1973) first
carried on the uncertain transition probability of MAP decision problem, in which MAP
with certainty was studied based on implicit enumeration method and Bayesian criteria
on the uncertain transition probability. The research on uncertain MAP mainly focused
on the properties of uncertain probability transfer matrix (Zhang et al., 2005; Arnab &
Laurent, 2012; Yonggui et al., 2014). Fuzzy mathematics and interval numbers are
widely used to deal with the probabilistic transfer matrix research in the context of
uncertain information. Zhang (2006) used fuzzy mathematics to conduct the process
modeling of random fuzzy MAP, and studied a production system with uncertain loss.
Fourier series and fuzzy Markov chain methods were introduced to conduct dynamic
modeling of time series’ data in combination with the grey GM(1,1) model (Zi et
al.,2015). The interval number was used to represent the probability transfer matrix,
and the MAP was represented by the interval number to describe the network state
transfer process, and the robustness of computer network countermeasures was also
studied (Wang et al., 2015). The fuzzy queuing model is consistent to measure the
queuing performance of an airline company in order to resolve the problem in waiting
line and will improve the quality of services provided by airline company (Zaki et al.,
2019). In the Copula-based MAP, the copula distribution function is used to define the
transition function (Fang et al., 2020).
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The uncertainty of failure and repair rates has a lot of representation modes in the
past. The grey number, as a description method for uncertainty information, not only
considers the scope of the change of interval numbers and but takes the influence of
possibility distribution on the value range into account. The combination of the
advantages of interval number and fuzzy number can more aptly describe the actual
problem (Liu et al., 2010). The grey number has been widely used in the fields of
forecasting and decision-making under the background of the uncertain information (Ye
et al.,2016; Yang et al.,2015; Kou, 1998). The previous models based on the MAP of
deterministic failure and repair parameters which are often inconsistent with the actual
engineering. In the actual process of failure and repair, affected by various factors, these
variables are often fluctuating.
The fluctuation of faulure parameters is an important factor for equipment
maintenance support. An underestimation of failure parameters may result in a lower
estimated quantity of SP. This will cause the cessation of maintenance and cause the
company to suffer losses; overestimation of failure parameters may lead to higher preset
costs of SP and repair resources, which will bring pressure on cost management. In
order to solve this problem, the influence of factors on the results should be effectively
avoided by a novel uncertain parameter model and simulation analysis. Therefore, this
paper constructs the grey probability transfer matrix for the failure rate and repair rate
obeying the general distribution of interval grey number representation, builds a SP
prediction model for the repairable system based on the grey BDP. In addition, discusses
the memoryless maintenance of the grey BDP and the existence of the steady-state
solution, and reveals the repairable system SP demand rule under the background of
uncertainty information, which provides a new perspective for the SP demand
prediction problem under the condition of uncertain MAP. The advantages of the
proposed method are: (1)The model can easily be used to solve the repairable system
with less and incomplete information ,(2) It has helped decision maker to precisely
predict the number of SP without considering the influence of multiple dynamic factors,
and (3) Its simulation results are closer to reality.
4

2. Basic concepts of grey algebra and Markov birth and death process
2.1 Basic definition of grey number
Definition 1 (Liu et al., 2010). The grey number refers to the numbers with definite
value range but not knowing their exact value. The grey numbers with the lower bounds

a and upper bounds a follow the general distribution, which are denoted as
 [a, a ], a  a .

2.2 Markov birth and death process
Definition 2 . Assume random process I = i can only be transferred from one state
to its neighboring state at any time, that is, if the state at present is n, n  1 , then it
can transfer to the sates of n +1 or n  1 . If it is in a state 1, it can only move to state
1. Assume that it is in the state n at the time t , then during the time interval (t , t  t ) ,
the probability from the state i to the state i+1 is i (t )   (t ) , and the probability from
the state n to the state n  1 is i (t )   (t ) ; and during the time interval (t , t  t ) ,
the probability from the state n to the other states is  ( t ) , as is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Typical birth and death process
3. Construction of repairable system SP demand model based on grey Markov
BDP
3.1 Model hypothesis
The repairable system SP demand model based on grey Markov BDP in this paper is
constructed on the following assumptions:
(1) The performance of SP does not deteriorate in the process of storage;
(2) The repairable system adopts the disassembly and replacement maintenance
strategy without considering the replacement time;
(3) When the production equipment has a spare part failure, it will stop immediately,
regardless of the simultaneous failure of several parts of the same equipment;
5

(4) In the service cycle, the fault repairable system can be restored through
maintenance;
(5) The guarantee rate of the repairable system is limited to the influence of the
repairable system and has nothing to do with other factors;
(6) The maintenance capability of the maintenance base station is set to be unlimited,
and the repairable system with any number of faults can be repaired at the same time.
The parameters of this model are set as follows:

 : repair rate (repair rate is the grey number in the interval following a general
distribution)

 : failure rate (failure rate is grey number in the interval following a general
distribution)

n : quantity of production equipment
m : the number of repairable parts with the model R for a single production
equipment

k : total number of SP in stock

 : system guarantee rate
pi : the probability that the repairable system is in state i

3.2 Model construction
Suppose a certain production unit has n sets of repairable production equipment, a
production equipment is equipped with m repairable parts of model R , and then
when the whole aircraft fleet is in normal operation, there is mgn repairable parts R
running at the same time. Assume that there are k SP of this model in the material
preparation center, and the failure rate of a single component is the grey number 
in the interval following the general distribution. If the repairable SP fail and there are
SP in the inventory, they can be replaced immediately. The process is shown in Fig.2.

6

Fig. 2 Process of maintenance
In this paper, the replacement time is not considered. The repairable parts of the
fault are taken apart and repaired. The repair rate of a single part is characterized as
grey number in the interval following the general distribution  .The state transition of
the random part is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the growth and death process of grey parameters（single
repairman）
This paper assumes that the number i of faults of repairable parts R represents the
state of the random parts. Then the random part has a total of n  k  1 states, namely

0,1, 2,L , n  k . The condition of any part R at any time is determined by the number
of repairable parts in operation and inventory. If i  k , SP are available in the inventory;
if i  k , SP in the inventory are in the state of consumption. If there is a failure of
repairable parts and the missing parts event occurs, the production equipment will be
shut down for lack of SP. The state transition of the random part is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4 Diagram of the growth and death process of grey parameters（infinite
repairmen）
7

The above process can be modeled by the BDP.
For the condition i  [0, k ] , the fleet failure rate is mn in a unit time. For the
condition i  [k  1, n  k ] , the fleet failure rate is m(n  k  i ) . For any state i , the
system repair rate is always i  .
When the whole system reaches steady state, the following steady state equation can
be obtained.
When i  0 , there is mn P0   P1 , P1 

mn



P0 .

(1)

When i  1 , there is (mn   ) P1  mn P0  2 P2 , P2 

(mn )2  2
( ) P0
2! 

(2)

…
When i  k , there is (mn  k  ) Pk  mn Pk 1  (k  1)  Pk 1 ,
Pk 1 

( mn ) k 1  k 1
( ) P0 .
( k  1)! 

(3)

When i  k  1 , there is [m(n  1)  (k  1)  ]Pk 1  mn Pk  (k  2)  Pk 2 ,
Pk  2 

(mn ) k 1 m( n  1)  k 2
( ) P0

(k  2)!

(4)

…
When i  n  k , there is (n  k )  Pn k  m Pn k 1 .

(5)

In summary, there is

 (mn )i  i
 i ! (  ) p0 ;0  i  k


pi  
k ( i k )
 (mn) m n ! (  )i p ; k  1  i  n  k
 i !(n  k  i )!  0

(6)

According to the full probability formula, there is

 k ( mn )i  i n k ( mn ) k m ( i k )n !  i 
pi  1   
( ) 
( )  p0

i 0
i  k 1 i !( n  k  i )!  
 i  0 i ! 
k n

 k (mn)i  i n k (mn)k m( i k )n !  i 
p0   
( ) 
( )
i k 1 i !( n  k  i )!  
 i 0 i ! 
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(7)

1

(8)

The total fleet availability under the condition of the number of SP k is as following.

(mn)i  i  k (mn)i  i n k (mn)k m(i k )n !  i 
p
( ) 
( ) 
( )



i


 
!
i
!
i
!(
)!
i
n
k
i


i 0
i 0
i k 1


 i 0
k

k

1

(9)

Therefore, the minimum number of SP needed for the repairable system under the
given guarantee rate  can be calculated, and the guarantee rate of SP can be figured
out as well.
1
n k
 k (mn)i   k (mn)i 

(mn)k m(i k )n !  i 
 i
 i
k  min 
( ) 
( ) 
( )     (10)
i k 1 i !( n  k  i )!  
 i 0 i !   i 0 i ! 


The ratio of failure rate to repair rate is an uncertain interval range, and it is difficult
to obtain an accurate analytical solution. The guarantee rate calculated by formula (11)
is also guaranteed by a certain probability. It can be found from observing the formula
of total availability that the ratio of failure rate to repair rate


has become an


important decision variable. Kou (1998) points out that many randomness methods
reflect grey thoughts and grey concepts, and grey problems can also be understood,
studied and dealt with from the perspective of randomness under certain conditions.
This parameter is a typical interval grey number operation which obeys the general
distribution.
Let   [a , a ] ,  obeys the arbitrary distribution of probability density function
f  ( ) as on the interval [a, a ] , and   [b, b ] obeys the arbitrary distribution of

probability density function f  (  ) as on the interval [ b, b ] . The statistics Z 

be constructed, and the cumulative probability function


can



can be gotten according to


the related knowledge of joint probability density, as is shown below.
z

b

FZ ( z )  P(  z )  P(  z  )    f  ( ) f  (  )d  d 

b a

f z ( z) 

Fz ( z )
z

(11)
(12)
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 and  obey the common distribution Z 


, and the derivation process is


shown as follows.
Let

 ~ U [a, a ] ，  ~ U [ b, b ] ， Z 


，


3.3 Discussions of model properties
The existence of the steady-state solution of the BDP needs to meet certain
requirements, and finding the existence condition of the steady-state solution is an
important issue in the modeling of the grey BDP.
Lemma 1 (Chen et al.,2020) According to the operation rules of grey number and the
characteristic of exponential distribution, the exponential distribution with the
parameter of grey number E ( ) still has no memory.
Theorem 1: As for a repairable production system with the failure rate of  , the
repair rate 

(infinite repair capacity) , the number of production equipment n and

the number of single installation m , the existence condition of the steady state solution
of grey BDP is


1

.
 me

Proof:
It is proved that the steady-state solution of the general BDP should satisfy

01 L n 1



 L 
n 1

1

For

2



n

01 L n 1 k (mn )i  i n k (mn )k m ( i k )n !  i n k (mn )i  i
( ) 
( ) 
( ) (13)


i ! 
i ! 
n 1 12 L n
i 0
i  k 1 i !( n  k  i )! 
i 0


( mn )i  i
( ) is expanded by means of Stirling’s formula, and there is

i ! 
i 0
nk

(mn )i  i n k (mn )i

( ) 
(  )i

n
i ! 
i 0
i 0
2 i ( )i 
e
n k

(14)

To ensure that the equation (18) converges, there is lim
i 


1

.
 me
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i 1
me(  )  1 , that is,

i

It should be noted that the criterion obtained by scaling method is a strict criterion,
which can be directly operated by grey kernel based on grey number operation rules,
which is convenient for quick determination and modeling. It can also be verified by
level ratio test based on computer simulation to obtain more accurate modeling
boundary.
Theorem 2 If the number of SP remains unchanged, then the guarantee rate level is a
monotonically decreasing function of


, that is, the higher the ratio of failure repair


rate is, the lower the guarantee rate is at the same number of SP level.
Proof: According to equation 11, there are
k 1




(  )





i 0

( mn )i  i n  k ( mn) k m ( i k ) n !  i k ( mn)i  i n  k
( mn) k m ( i k )n !

( ) g
( ) 
( ) g
(  )i 1
i !  i k 1 i !(n  k  i )! 
i !  i k 1 (i  1)!( n  k  i  1)! 
i 0
 k ( mn )i  i n k ( mn ) k m ( i k ) n !  i 
  i ! (  )   i !(n  k  i )! (  ) 
i  k 1

 
 i 0

2

(15)

(mn )i  i k 1 ( mn)i  i ( mn) k  k
( ) 
( ) 
( )

!
!
!
i
i
k



i 0
i 0



(16)

(mn ) k m ( i k )n !
 i 1  n k
( mn ) k m ( i k )n !

( ) 
(  )i


 i k 1 (i  1)!(n  k  i  1)! 
i  k 1 (i  1)!( n  k  i  1)! 

(17)

(mn ) k m ( i k )n !
 i (mn ) k m ( i k )n !  i
( ) 
( )
(i  1)!( n  k  i  1)! 
i !( n  k  i )! 

(18)

k

nk

According to theorem 2, there is


 1 and


 n  k
( mn ) k m ( i k ) n !
 i ( mn) k m( i k ) n !  i
(
) 
( )

 i k 1 (i  1)!(n  k  i  1)! 
i !( n  k  i )! 

(19)

Compare the right part of equation (19), and there is
(mn)i  i n  k (mn) k m(i k ) n !  i
( ) 
( ) 

i !  i  k 1 i !(n  k  i )! 
i 0
k 1


(mn)i  i n  k
(mn) k m(i  k ) n !
(
)
(  )i 1  0


i !  i k 1 (i  1)!(n  k  i  1)! 
i 0
k

(20)


Therefore, (  )

0



.

3.4 Steps of modeling
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The modeling steps of the repairable system SP demand prediction model based on
the grey BDP are as follows:
Step1: Based on the system parameters, for instance, failure rate  , repair rate  ,
etc., carry out the failure repair ratio test to verify whether it meets the modeling
conditions of grey BDP;
Step2: Based on the distribution information of failure rate and repair rate, construct
statistics Z 


and calculate the distribution function of decision variables;


Step3: Set model parameters based on the actual repairable system and build a
prediction model based on the grey BDP;
Step4: Generate large sample random numbers of distribution function based on
Monte Carlo simulation, initialize parameters, and conduct numerical simulation;
Step5: Conduct classified statistics on simulation results to obtain the expected
number of SP under different guarantee rates and the guarantee probability under
corresponding guarantee rates.
4. Case study
In this paper, the operation support data of the front active wheel of airbus A319 in
the fleet of an airline company is studied. The specific parameters are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Operation support data of a certain aircraft fleet A319
Failure rate （h-

[0.00025,0.0
01]

1）
Repair rate (h-1)

[0.004,0.015]

Fleet size (set)

26

Installation

1

number
Benchmark

95

guarantee rate
（%）
1) Firstly, the existence of the steady-state solution in the grey BDP is tested,

 1
 and it conforms to the modeling conditions.
 e
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2) Construct statistics Z =




according to uniform distribution and calculate

distribution. Monte Carlo method is used to simulate random number generation (1000
times of simulation).
3) Substitute the parameters into formula (9), (10) and (11) for simulation calculation,
calculate the steady-state probability p0 at different SP levels in turn, and calculate the
number of SP at different guarantee rate levels iteratively. The box diagram for SP
quantity statistics is shown in Fig.5.

Spare part number under different level

Fig. 5. Box diagram of SP quantity at different guarantee rate
As shown in Fig. 5, with the requirement of guarantee rate increasing, the total
quantity of SP is also increasing, which indicates that increasing the number of SP is
conducive to improving the comprehensive guarantee rate of production unit. Among
them, when the guarantee rate level is 95%, the 5 components can meet the demand to
a large extent.
According to the distribution of the number of SP in the box diagram, as the
guarantee rate level increases, the length of the upper and lower edge interval becomes
longer, and the distribution of the number of SP becomes more and more dispersed.
This indicates that the higher the guarantee rate level requires, the greater the
uncertainty of failure rate and repair rate will affect the decision number of SP. In order
to further compare this phenomenon, the expected quantity analysis, standard deviation
analysis, median probability analysis and 95% probability analysis of SP under 6
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guarantee levels of “60%”, “70%”, “80%”, “90%”, “95%” and “99%” are carried out,
and the results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig.6. SP guarantee analysis
The expected number of SP shows that the expected number of SP increases with the
increase of guarantee requirement. The analysis of the standard deviation of the number
of SP shows that the standard deviation of the number of SP shows an increasing trend
with the increase of the requirement of the guarantee degree. The analysis of the median
security probability shows that the security probability fluctuates greatly at the median
level, and it is difficult to meet the actual demand. When the SP are guaranteed with
95% probability and the guarantee level is 95%, the number of SP in the system is 6.
In order to further compare the influence of
rate, 1000 random


on the number of SP and guarantee



simulations were arranged in ascending order, and every 200


simulations were averaged to generate guarantee rate curve for sensitivity analysis, as
shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7. Influences of


changes on security rate level


The curve of the number of SP and the level of guarantee shows that The maintenance
level of SP is a monotonically decreasing function on


, which is consistent with


theorem 3. In the initial stage, the obvious improvement effect of the quantity change
of SP on the overall guarantee rate level indicates that it is more significant for the
improvement effect of adding SP with higher failure rate and lower repair rate. With the
increase of the number of SP, the marginal effect of SP on the improvement of the
guarantee level is decreasing, which indicates that the improvement of the level of SP
without limitation is of little significance to the improvement of the guarantee level,
and the optimal ratio can only be achieved by a reasonable decision on the number of
SP.
Based on the results obtained from above, if the unit cost of spare part is $5,000,
table 2 shows the saving costs.
Table 2. Cost saving of MAP model
Expect
probability

Guarantee

Current Number

Saving Cost($)

Number

80%

5

12

35,000

90%

6

12

30,000

95%

6

12

30,000

99%

8

12

20,000
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5. Conclusion
This paper applies grey numbers to the modeling of transition probability matrix of
BDP, and studies the failure rate and repair rate under the background of uncertain grey
birth death process, based on which a SP demand prediction model of repairable system
is built and a mathematical construction method for


that obeys the general


distribution of failure rate and repair rate is given. A SP demand prediction model based
on grey BDP is built based on availability and a solution framework with Monte Carlo
simulation technique is designed. In the part of model property discussion, the
memoryless character of grey BDP is mainly verified, the existence condition of steady
state solution of grey BDP is discussed, a fast criterion is given, and the monotonic
effect of


on guarantee rate is studied. Through case analysis, the relationship


between guarantee rate level and


is analyzed. It is found that the higher the


requirement of guarantee rate level is, the greater the uncertainty of failure rate and
repair rate will be. With the increase of the number of SP, the marginal effect of SP on
the improvement of the guarantee level is decreasing.
To airlines, this model helps them to predict the number of SP more accurately, to
reduce maintenance costs and to improve the airline’s market competitiveness.
In spite of the value of grey algebra and Markov BDP model, one should notice that
further studies are needed. The current study is limited regarding the data used, e.g.
number and different type of airlines, dynamic process. Future studies with larger
datasets are necessary to further examine the applicability of the model in real case. We
will address the issues in our future works.
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Figures

Figure 1
Typical birth and death process

Figure 2
Process of maintenance

Figure 3
Diagram of the growth and death process of grey parameterssingle repairman

Figure 4
Diagram of the growth and death process of grey parametersin nite repairmen

Figure 5
Box diagram of SP quantity at different guarantee rate

Figure 6
SP guarantee analysis
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